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ABSTRACT
Risk-based security models have seen a steady rise in popularity
over the last decades, and several security risk assessment models
have been proposed for the automotive industry. The new UN ve-
hicle regulation 155 on cybersecurity provisions for vehicle type
approval, as part of the 1958 agreement on vehicle harmoniza-
tion, mandates the use of risk assessment to mitigate cybersecurity
risks and is expected to be adopted into national laws in 54 coun-
tries within 1 to 3 years. This new legislation will also apply to
autonomous vehicles. The automotive cybersecurity engineering
standard ISO/SAE 21434 is seen as a way to fulfill the new UN
legislation, so we can expect quick and wide industry adoption.
One risk assessment model that has gained some popularity and
is in active use in several companies is the HEAVENS model, but
since ISO/SAE 21434 introduces additional requirements on the risk
assessment process, the original HEAVENS model does not fulfill
the standard.

In this paper, we investigate the gap between the HEAVENS
risk assessment model and ISO/SAE 21434, and we identify and
propose 12 model updates to HEAVENS to close this gap. We also
discuss identified weaknesses of the HEAVENS risk assessment
model and propose 5 additional model updates to overcome them.
In accordance with these 17 identified model updates, we propose
HEAVENS 2.0, a new risk assessment model based on HEAVENS
which is fully compliant with ISO/SAE 21434.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization → Embedded and cyber-
physical systems; Dependable and fault-tolerant systems and net-
works; • Security and privacy→ Security requirements; Systems
security; Embedded systems security.

KEYWORDS
ISO/SAE 21434, UNECE regulation 155, Automotive, Risk Assess-
ment, Threat Analysis, TARA
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1 INTRODUCTION
Modern vehicles are typical cyber-physical systems: they have a
large number of interconnected electrical and electronic systems
with complex sensor and actuator interactions. In addition to hav-
ing complex internal interfaces, vehicles also have an increasing
number of external interfaces, and autonomous driving is accel-
erating this trend even further. With this rise of connectivity and
complexity, the need for security has been rising in lock-step, a fact
that has been proven consistently for over 15 years [1, 7, 14, 15, 35].

As this need for security is slowly being acknowledged in auto-
motive and legislative circles, new standards and regulations have
started to emerge. In 2016, SAE published the "SAE J3061 Cyberse-
curity Guidebook for Cyber-Physical Vehicle Systems" [19], which
was an early effort to document industry best-practices around
automotive cybersecurity and to set a common level of expectation.
Shortly after, a joint task force of SAE and ISO was formed to work
on the new standard "ISO/SAE 21434 Road Vehicles - Cybersecurity
Engineering" to supersede J3061, which was officially published in
August 2021 [5].

Both SAE J3061 and ISO/SAE 21434 cover various aspects of
the entire life-cycle of a vehicle, but significant emphasis is put
on threat analysis and risk assessment (TARA) which is supposed
to be performed at least once in the concept phase. The goal of
threat analysis and risk assessment is to identify and rate potential
threats in order to determine which threats need to be mitigated
and what level of mitigation is required. Several models and frame-
works have been proposed for automotive TARA, one of which has
become known as the HEAVENS security model [2, 3]. HEAVENS
is in use in several organizations and was explicitly referenced in
SAE J3061 as a possible approach to automotive TARA, but the
risk assessment framework that is outlined in ISO/SAE 21434 is
rather generic and has a slightly different workflow. Moreover, as
the industrial experience with TARA has grown, several practi-
cal problems have been found with the HEAVENS security model.
Nevertheless, with minor modifications HEAVENS can fulfill the
requirements of the standard, and adds value by providing a clear
methodology to follow.

In this paper, we therefore propose HEAVENS 2.0 which is com-
patible with the upcoming ISO/SAE standard 21434, and which
addresses the problems that have been found with the original
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(a) HEAVENS 1.0 workflow (b) ISO/SAE 21434 TARA workflow

Figure 1: Juxtaposition of HEAVENS 1.0 and ISO/SAE 21434
workflows

HEAVENS security model (we will refer to it as HEAVENS 1.0 from
now on). To this end, we make the following contributions:

• We investigate the gap between HEAVENS 1.0 and the risk
assessment model mandated by ISO/SAE 21434 and enumer-
ate 12 model updates to HEAVENS 1.0 which are required to
close this gap

• We discuss identified weaknesses of HEAVENS 1.0 and pro-
pose 5 additional model updates to overcome them

• We present HEAVENS 2.0 which is a new version that incor-
porates the previously identified model updates

• We demonstrate the viability of HEAVENS 2.0 with an ex-
ample.

Note that although the risk assessment methodologies of HEAV-
ENS 1.0 and 2.0 were specifically designed for the automotive in-
dustry, with minor calibrations of the parameters they can also
be applied to other industries with similar characteristics, such as
medical devices or industrial systems.

2 DEFINING THE GAP
Among other requirements, ISO/SAE 21434 mandates a detailed risk
assessment process for automotive development projects without
prescribing a specificmethodology. In this section, we perform a gap
analysis by comparing the HEAVENS 1.0 workflow and terminology
with the risk assessment requirements in ISO/SAE 21434, and we
discuss necessary model adjustments based on this analysis. We
enumerate these model updates, and prefix them either with “G”
for an identified gap to ISO/SAE 21434, or with “P” for an identified
problem of HEAVENS 1.0 (see section 3). We discuss how to address
the identified updates in section 4.

A brief summary of HEAVENS 1.0 is provided in appendix B
and its workflow is depicted in figure 1a, but for the full descrip-
tion please refer to the original paper [3]. The ISO/SAE 21434 risk
assessment workflow is depicted in figure 1b.

It is obvious in figure 1 that the terminologies do not match. This
leads us to the first required update of HEAVENS 1.0: UPDATE G1 –
Align terminology. Also evident in figure 1 is that ISO/SAE 21434
makes no distinction of the threat analysis and risk assessment
phases. The lines between threat analysis and risk assessment are
blurry and one could argue that they are indistinguishable in this
context. It therefore seems prudent to combine the two phases:
UPDATE G2 – Merge threat analysis and risk assessment
phases.

In the following, we compare the workflows and corresponding
activities, and we highlight when the HEAVENS 1.0 workflow or
activities do not fulfill the requirements of ISO/SAE 21434. Both
workflows begin with a system or item definition, and continue
with asset identification. However, asset identification in ISO/SAE
21434 includes a new sub-activity, damage scenario identification,
that did not exist in HEAVENS 1.0: UPDATE G3 – Include damage
scenario identification.

In figure 1b, the path to “attack feasibility rating” includes the
creation of threat scenarios and attack paths. As in HEAVENS 1.0,
STRIDE can be used for threat scenario identification. However,
attack path analysis is a new activity that must be included: UPDATE
G4 – Include attack path analysis. It is the attack paths
which are rated for attack feasibility, rather than rating the threat
likelihood per asset as HEAVENS 1.0 does. This has the advan-
tage of being more realistic since the entire attack chain has to be
considered, but the downside is that it takes extra effort to create
attack paths for every threat scenario. While the standard gives
recommendations for the attack feasibility rating methodologies to
use, including the attack potential based approach that is used in
HEAVENS 1.0 [13], no specific methodology is required. The stan-
dard does however require a specific number and specific names
for the levels of the attack feasibility rating: UPDATE G5 – Adjust
threat levels.

For the impact rating, an important difference that is not reflected
in the workflow is a shift in stakeholder perspective: HEAVENS 1.0
focuses primarily on the OEM perspective, whereas ISO/SAE 21434
specifies the road user as the primary stakeholder. This shift has a
particularly strong effect on the impact rating, but it also informs
which damage and threat scenarios to focus on. However, ISO/SAE
21434 clearly specifies that additional stakeholders can be defined.
The rationale for making the road user the primary stakeholder is
that the result of the TARA should be similar among all performing
organizations, and having the end-user in mind facilitates that goal:
UPDATE G6 – Shift the stakeholder perspective.

ISO/SAE 21434 does not mandate a specific methodology for the
impact rating, but it includes some specific requirements such as
which impact categories to consider, namely safety, financial, opera-
tional and privacy. These categories are aligned with HEAVENS 1.0
with one notable difference: In HEAVENS 1.0, the last impact cate-
gory combined privacy and legislative impact, so an adjustment is
needed: UPDATE G7 – Remove legislative impact parameter.
In addition to this minor update, an adjustment of the impact levels
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is also required, specifically changing the level names and reducing
the number of levels: UPDATE G8 – Adjust impact levels.

Finally, HEAVENS 1.0 does not clearly separate the risk from
the resulting security level. In other words, risk is not calculated
separately, the outcome of themodel is the security level. In contrast,
ISO/SAE 21434 has no concept of a security level but uses a risk
value to describe risk: UPDATE G9 – Rename security level to
risk value. Similar to the threat and impact levels, the allowable
risk levels are also fixed in ISO/SAE 21434, and thus require a
change: UPDATE G10 – Adjust security levels. The last step
in HEAVENS 1.0 was to identify security requirements, but ISO/SAE
21434 has a slightly different, albeit similar, approach. Once the
risk for a particular threat scenario is known, the risk treatment
decision determines which action to take: UPDATE G11 – Include
risk treatment decision and resulting actions. If a risk
is accepted or shared/transferred, a cybersecurity claim must be
written and if risk reduction is necessary, cybersecurity goals which
define high-level requirements must be created: UPDATE G12 –
Include cybersecurity claims and goals. This covers all the
model updates required to align HEAVENS 1.0 with ISO/SAE 21434.

3 PROBLEMS OF HEAVENS 1.0
In addition to the gap with ISO/SAE 21434, there are specific prob-
lems with HEAVENS 1.0 that should be addressed. Implementations
in industrial projects have shown that certain aspects are not very
practical or have lead to difficulties. The identified problems are
based on qualitative feedback from industry practitioners who
have used HEAVENS 1.0 in real-world projects. In this section we
highlight and categorize these problems, and we propose model
adjustments and recommendations.

Sandberg, Bokesand and Thorsson have identified several issues
with practical applications of HEAVENS 1.0 [20]. We summarize
their findings and add additional observations, and we mark our
observations as [NEW] to clearly distinguish the two.

The encountered problems can be grouped and summarized as
follows:

(1) Learnability
(a) Counter-intuitive threat values [NEW]

(2) Model customization
(a) Lack of parameter normalization [NEW]

(3) Process efficiency and accuracy
(a) Wasted effort [NEW]
(b) Unclear parameter guidance [20]

Since these problems concern details of the methodology, any
changes to address them have no effect on the model’s applicability
to ISO/SAE 21434.

3.1 Learnability
A declared goal for HEAVENS 1.0 was to be easy to understand
and to apply. Experience has shown that this holds mostly true, but
there is one frequent source of confusion: the inverse relationship
of threat value and threat level, which is perceived as counter-
intuitive.

Counter-intuitive threat values. That higher threat levels have a
lower threat value is a common source of confusion when introduc-
ing HEAVENS 1.0 to TARA participants. The original reasoning for
this choice was that the worst-case values can not be made worse,
but there might be room for additional levels in the opposite direc-
tion. However, it seems unlikely that additional levels are needed,
so aligning the model with people’s intuition should take prece-
dence. This is a minor process hurdle, but it is worth to flatten the
learning curve. The solution is to reverse the parameter levels and
to adjust the threat level sum accordingly: UPDATE P1 – Inverse
threat level sum.

3.2 Model customization
Another aspect of HEAVENS 1.0 is that it should be customizable
to particular project needs. For instance, one might want to re-add
the "elapsed time" parameter for the attack potential calculation,
or to add a new impact category, such as financial impact for the
OEM. Unfortunately, one aspect in particular, namely the lack of
normalization, makes this hard.

Lack of parameter normalization. Since the threat level parameter
and the impact level parameter sums are not normalized, introduc-
ing new parameters requires manual adjustments to the parameter
sum tables, which is time consuming (cf. tables 14 and 16 in appen-
dix B). The solution is to normalize the parameter sums: UPDATE
P2 – Normalize threat level parameter sum and UPDATE P3
– Normalize impact level parameter sum.

3.3 Process efficiency and accuracy
According to Sandberg, Bokesand and Thorsson [20], HEAVENS 1.0
has two main problems: (1) speed in performing the TARA, and
(2) consistency in the results of the TARA. In other words, process
efficiency and accuracy are problematic, due to wasted effort and
unclear parameter guidance.

Wasted effort. One of the main difficulties in strictly applying
HEAVENS 1.0 is the sheer volume of asset/threat pairs that need to
be evaluated. Without a pre-filtering mechanism, every threat/asset
pair needs to go through the entire TARA before it can be discarded
due to a low risk. This can require a lot of effort for threats which
have a low impact, thus leading to wasted effort.

A possible solution would be to pre-screen the threats after the
impact level estimation to weed out low impact threats. However,
completely ignoring the likelihood of the threat might give too
much weight to threats of high impact which are unlikely to be
realized. To attenuate this problem, we propose to use an approxi-
mation for the threat level in a first iteration, namely to use only
accessibility as a gauge for the threat level. In other words, if an
attack requires physical access, the threat level is low, and if an
attack can be performed remotely the threat level is high. This
saves time in a first round of estimation and allows to look at the
high impact threats first. UPDATE P4 – Simplify threat level
estimation for threat pre-screening.

Unclear parameter guidance. Since a typical TARA is performed
by a group of domain and security experts, consensus must be
reached in order to complete the TARA. But as Sandberg et al.
point out, unclear guidance on parameter values can lead to long
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discussions which in turn lead to delays and inconsistencies due to
varying interpretations by different groups. Clear and unambiguous
guidance for parameter values is therefore critical for a smooth and
consistent process. Sandberg et al. identify the parameters "window
of opportunity" and "financial impact" as particular problematic.

Since "window of opportunity" has two main dimensions, they
propose to further split this parameter into two sub-parameters,
specifically "accessmeans" and "exposure time" [20]. "Accessmeans"
represents the physical access dimension, meaning how close an
attacker needs to be in order to perform an attack, whereas "expo-
sure time" represents the time dimension, i.e., how long an attacker
has access to the asset to perform an attack. This requires an ex-
tra step to map the two sub-parameters into a single "window of
opportunity" value, but it clarifies the interpretation and therefore
minimizes the need for discussion. We propose to follow this rec-
ommendation. UPDATE P5 – Add sub-parameters for "window
of opportunity".

The difficulty with the financial impact parameter is that many
factors play into financial impact, such as the other impact parame-
ters of safety, privacy and operational, as well as other direct and
indirect factors such as expected repair costs, loss of intellectual
property, loss of reputation, etc. Therefore, Sandberg et al. propose
to define sub-parameters as needed, with clear guidance on how
to combine them into a consistent view. However, since the decon-
struction of financial impact can vary widely between organizations
they do not propose any particular sub-parameters in general, and
for the same reason, we will not address this either.

4 HEAVENS 2.0
In this section we present the new model HEAVENS 2.0 which
incorporates the model updates identified in sections 2 and 3. The
updates are summarized in Table 11 in appendix A.

The proposed model updates lead to the new workflow of HEAV-
ENS 2.0, which is depicted in figure 2. The figure highlights the
changes from HEAVENS 1.0 through color coding, i.e., whether a
particular activity is unchanged, has been modified or is completely
new. Only three activities remain unchanged, all other activities
contain at least one update or are new. For easier orientation, figure
2 also includes a section reference map that indicates which activi-
ties are discussed in which sub-section. We first discuss the model
updates which involve the workflow as a whole, and then discuss
the workflow activities one by one in the following subsections,
including any relevant model updates.

UPDATE G1, updating the terminology, is clearly a cross-activity
concern. Sincewe expect ISO/SAE 21434 to seewidespread adoption
in the industry, we chose to adopt its terminology as closely as
possible. Table 1 shows the terminology mapping.

UPDATE G2, merging the threat analysis and risk assessment
phases, is already included in figure 2, and the update’s rationale
has been given in section 2. The remaining updates concern spe-
cific activities, so we continue with a detailed walk-through of the
workflow and discuss the updates when appropriate.

4.1 Item definition
The only, yet vital, input to the HEAVENS 2.0 TARA is the item
definition, an output of the item definition activity. Except for the

Figure 2: HEAVENS 2.0 workflow

Table 1: Terminology mapping from HEAVENS 1.0 to HEAV-
ENS 2.0

HEAVENS 1.0 HEAVENS 2.0
(& ISO/SAE 21434)

Asset/threat pair Attack
High-level security requirement Cybersecurity goal
Impact level Impact rating
Security level Risk value
System under evaluation Item
Threat Threat scenario
Threat level Attack feasibility rating

name, the activity remains unchanged from HEAVENS 1.0. In gen-
eral, the item definition includes all parts that are required to start
work on the item, such as the definition of the item boundary, the
item function, the preliminary architecture as well as the opera-
tional environment and relevant assumptions about the item and
its environment.

Note that in order to use STRIDE for asset identification and
threat scenario identification later, at least an initial data flow dia-
gram (DFD), which includes the most important entities and data
flows of the item, must be included in the item definition.

A vital aspect of the item definition is choosing the correct level
of abstraction because it is very easy to get lost in unnecessary
details. In a TARA the goal is to identify high-level high-priority
threats, we are only interested in the overall data flow, not in every
single CAN signal or message. Pinpointing the exact CAN signal
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that needs to be protected can be left to the technical requirements
stage. Since most vehicles include tens of thousands of different
CAN signals the level of abstraction is crucial to get right.

4.2 Threat analysis and risk assessment
Figure 2 shows that assets, threat scenarios, damage scenarios,
and attack paths are identified in the initial phases. Once that has
been accomplished, the attack paths are rated for attack feasibility,
and the damage scenarios are rated for impact. When the attack
feasibility rating and the impact rating have been estimated, the
overall risk for the threat scenarios can be determined, after which
a treatment decision has to be made. Each of these steps is covered
in detail in the following subsections.

4.2.1 Asset, threat scenario and damage scenario identification. As-
set identification works the same as in HEAVENS 1.0, namely by
either manual inspection of the item definition or by automated
identification of assets in a data flow diagram (DFD). Threat scenar-
ios describe a set of actions that lead to one or more damage sce-
narios, where damage scenarios specify the adverse consequences
of an attack; in other words they specify the result of an attack.
This distinction introduced in ISO/SAE 21434 facilitates a clear
separation of actions and consequences.

As can be seen in figure 2, threat scenario identification does not
need to be updated: STRIDE is used to enumerate threats on the
assets based on a DFD, which is systematic and can be automated.
In accordance with UPDATE G3, damage scenarios have been added
to HEAVENS 2.0 (figure 2). Note that rather than including the iden-
tification of damage scenarios in asset identification, we chose to
make it a separate activity for the following reasons: (1) we believe
that these activities are sufficiently different to be split into two
different activities, (2) this is a more explicit change which might
help people familiar with HEAVENS 1.0, and most important (3)
by enumerating all threat scenarios first, we can take a systematic
approach to identifying damage scenarios, namely through identi-
fying and grouping the consequences of each threat scenario. This
leads to a high coverage of threat and damage scenarios and makes
it less likely that important scenarios are missed.

4.2.2 Attack path analysis. As per UPDATE G4, an activity for at-
tack path analysis has been added. Its aim is to identify the possible
attack paths which might realize the threat scenario in question.
The advantage is a more accurate attack feasibility rating, because
the entire attack chain has to be considered. The downside is that
the TARA becomes significantly more time consuming, but since
ISO/SAE 21434 requires an attack path analysis, this can not be
avoided. ISO/SAE 21434 outlines several alternative methodologies
for attack path analysis, but for HEAVENS 2.0 we advocate the use
of attack trees, since they are both versatile and well-established.
Attack trees also have the advantage that they are quite modular
and sub-trees for sub-goals can potentially be reused between com-
ponents, and help to build a more holistic threat model. Finally,
they are similar to fault-trees which are common in safety model-
ing, which further facilitates communication between safety and
security engineers.

Since damage scenarios and threat scenarios have already been
identified at this stage, the first step of the attack tree construction

is trivial: every damage scenario has a corresponding attack tree in
which the damage scenario forms the root of the tree. The threat
scenarios which lead to those damage scenarios are the direct chil-
dren of the root node. Depending on the specificity of the threat
scenario, it can be split into several nodes, or new nodes can be
constructed on a path to an external facing interface which may be
the entry point for an attack. Every attack tree can be constructed
this way. The total set of attack paths is then the set of unique paths
from leaf node to root node for all attack trees.

4.2.3 Attack feasibility rating. When the set of attack paths has
been identified, each attack path should receive an attack feasibility
rating. Only one model update needs to be applied to close the gap
to ISO/SAE 21434, but four additional updates will be applied to
address some of the problems of HEAVENS 1.0. The attack-potential
based approach we advocate is based on the attack potential calcu-
lation that is part of vulnerability assessment presented in appendix
B.4 of the common methodology for information technology secu-
rity evaluation [13], which is also standardized as ISO/IEC 18045
[4]. This is the same attack potential calculation that is used in
HEAVENS 1.0 to determine the threat level, with two exceptions:
(1) the parameter values in HEAVENS 1.0 are weighted and use a
different scale, and (2) the parameter "elapsed time" is excluded in
HEAVENS 1.0 because it can be argued that it is implicitly expressed
in the combination of the other parameters, "Expertise", "Knowl-
edge of the [item]", "Window of opportunity" and "Equipment". A
summary explanation of the parameters can be found in appendix
B.

We begin by addressing UPDATE P5, adding sub-parameters to
"window of opportunity" to enable a more consistent rating. We
follow the recommendations of Sandberg et al. [20] with minor
modifications. They propose to use "access means" and "asset expo-
sure time" as sub-parameters, where access means refers to what
kind of access is required, physical or remote in different variations,
and "asset exposure time" is about the amount of time that a po-
tential attacker has to perform the attack. Tables 2 and 3 show the
sub-parameter levels with explanations, and table 4 illustrates how
to combine them. While superficially this might look like additional
work, it will help to minimize discussions during the TARA, thus
actually saving time and effort, and it will make the results more
consistent.

Let us address UPDATE P2 next, i.e., normalizing the attack fea-
sibility calculation. In HEAVENS 1.0 the formula for the attack
feasibility calculation is

𝐴𝑠𝑢𝑚 = 𝑤𝑥𝑎𝑥 +𝑤𝑘𝑎𝑘 +𝑤𝑤𝑎𝑤 +𝑤𝑒𝑎𝑒 (1)

where𝑤𝑖 and 𝑎𝑖 are the weight and the estimated attack feasibility
rating of parameter 𝑖 , and the indices 𝑥, 𝑘,𝑤, 𝑒 stand for the four
parameters, expertise, knowledge of item, window of opportunity
and equipment, respectively. Clearly, adding another parameter
will increase the total sum of the calculation, so that the table for
assigning the correct attack feasibility rating no longer applies (cf.
table 14 in appendix B). The parameter values range from 0 to 3
(cf. table 13 in appendix B), so that the sum can be normalized as
follows:

𝐴𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚 =
𝑤𝑥𝑎𝑥 +𝑤𝑘𝑎𝑘 +𝑤𝑤𝑎𝑤 +𝑤𝑒𝑎𝑒

3 ∗ (𝑤𝑥 +𝑤𝑘 +𝑤𝑤 +𝑤𝑒 )
(2)
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Table 2: Levels for sub-parameter "access means" in ascending criticality [20]

Level Explanation Examples

Physical 1 - component disas-
sembly

Some disassembly of a vehicle compo-
nent with electronic tools is needed

Any type of low level physical access to read or control
a components state, such as attaching a hardware de-
bugger to an electronic control unit (ECU), using a flash
reader, etc.

Physical 2 - component access Some disassembly of the vehicle body
with physical tools is needed

Installation or replacement of components, or attaching
to a network bus that is otherwise unreachable

Physical 3 - no disassembly Physical access to the vehicle interior
or exterior is needed

Connecting to the OBD-II port, NFC, USB, etc.

Remote 1 - vehicle proximity Access to a local vehicle network is
needed

Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, wireless sensors, V2X, etc.

Remote 2 - anywhere Remote Internet or telecommunication
access is needed

Remote access through the telecommunication network
or an external access point

Table 3: Levels for sub-parameter "asset exposure time" [20]

Level Explanation Examples

Rare A single rare moment of exposure that cannot
be triggered by the attacker

Factory programming of a specific component, installation of a
new component in a workshop, pairing of immobilizer and key
fob, etc.

Sporadic A sporadic moment of exposure that cannot be
triggered by the attacker

Certain start-up events, sporadic incoming remote connections,
diagnostic tests, infrequent state transitions, etc.

Frequent A frequent moment of exposure that cannot be
triggered by the attacker

Vehicle functions that are often active, such as specific infotain-
ment applications, normal operational states for ECUs, etc.

Unlimited An unlimited moment of exposure, or one that
can be triggered by the attacker

Vehicle functions that are always active or can be activated
by an attacker, such as sensors, Bluetooth receivers, wireless
gateways, diagnostics servers, etc.

Table 4: Deriving the "window of opportunity" level from the sub-parameters [20]

Physical 1 Physical 2 Physical 3 Remote 1 Remote 2
(comp. disassembly) (comp. access) (no disassembly) (proximity) (anywhere)

Rare Small Small Small Small Medium
Sporadic Small Small Small Medium Large
Frequent Small Small Medium Large Unlimited
Unlimited Small Medium Large Large Unlimited

or more generally

𝐴𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚 =

∑𝑛
𝑖 𝑤𝑖𝑎𝑖

3 ∗∑𝑛
𝑗 (𝑤 𝑗 )

(3)

where 𝑛 is the number of parameters. If all the parameters have
equal weight, this simplifies to:

𝐴𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚 =

∑𝑛
𝑖 𝑎𝑖

3 ∗ 𝑛 (4)

The resulting sum will always be between 0 and 1, so that we
can define a new table that still applies even after additional model
parameters are added.

Before presenting the new attack feasibility calculation table, let
us address the other two updates which affect that table, namely
UPDATE P1, to reverse the parameter values, and UPDATE G5, to

adjust the number of attack feasibility levels. Reversing the param-
eter values is trivial; the result is shown in table 5. Since UPDATE
G5 requires lowering the number of levels from five to four, we opt
to present a new table entirely rather than first normalizing the
old table (cf. table 14 in appendix B) and then reduce the number
of levels and adjust it again. The newly proposed mapping to the
attack feasibility rating is shown in table 6.

Finally, in an attempt to address UPDATE P4, i.e., to have an
option for a quicker attack feasibility rating decision, we propose
the following: on a first iteration of the TARA, rather than doing
the full attack potential calculation as outlined above, assign the
levels based on required proximity: If the attack requires physical
access assign the attack feasibility level of "Low" and if the attack
can be done remotely, assign a level of "High". While obviously
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Table 5: Attack feasibility parameter values

Expertise Value Knowledge of item Value Window of opportunity Value Equipment Value

Multiple Experts 0 Critical 0 Small 0 Multiple bespoke 0
Expert 1 Sensitive 1 Medium 1 Bespoke 1
Proficient 2 Restricted 2 Large 2 Specialized 2
Layman 3 Public 3 Unlimited 3 Standard 3

Table 6: Attack feasibility rating calculation

Parameter Sum Attack feasibility
(𝐴𝑠𝑢𝑚) rating (AF)

0.00 ≤ 𝑥 < 0.30 Very Low
0.30 ≤ 𝑥 < 0.60 Low
0.60 ≤ 𝑥 < 0.80 Medium
0.80 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 1.00 High

oversimplified, this allows a quick rating, so that more attention can
be paid to the impact rating. This should allow to quickly dismiss
some of the threat scenarios without spending a lot of time and
effort on them without completely ignoring attack feasibility either.

4.2.4 Impact rating. As soon as the damage scenarios have been
identified, the impact rating can be estimated. The four impact
categories are safety, financial, operational and privacy. As noted in
section 2, this requires a minor update, specifically UPDATE G7, to
split out the legislative impact parameter from the privacy parame-
ter. If still desired, legislation could be added as a separate impact
category, extending the categories is explicitly allowed.

Another important update is UPDATE G6, the change in perspec-
tive to the road user as the primary stakeholder. In the presence of
additional stakeholders, such as the OEM, it might make sense to
add one or more new impact categories for additional stakeholders.
For instance, a financial category for the OEM could be added in
addition to the financial category for the road user.

For the impact rating calculation, which yields a single impact
rating, the same updates apply as for the attack feasibility rating:
an update to normalize the sum (UPDATE P3), and one to adjust the
levels (UPDATE G8). In the published DIS of ISO/SAE 21434, a single
impact rating is required in order to be able to use a risk matrix,
but this is no longer the case in the latest draft of the standard,
the use of risk matrices will be optional and no requirements are
put on how to perform the impact rating. The normalization is
analogous to the attack feasibility sum normalization, except that
the parameter values use a logarithmic scale (0, 1, 10, 100) since
increasing impact is exponentially worse (cf. table 15 in appendix
B). So the equation becomes:

𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚 =

∑𝑛
𝑖 𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑖

100 ∗∑𝑛
𝑗 (𝑤 𝑗 )

(5)

The new impact rating calculation which contains both updates
is depicted in table 7, which is a rough translation of the original
HEAVENS 1.0 table (cf. table 16 in appendix B).

Table 7: Impact rating calculation

Parameter Sum Impact rating
(𝐼𝑠𝑢𝑚)

0.00 ≤ 𝑥 < 0.01 Negligible
0.01 ≤ 𝑥 < 0.05 Moderate
0.05 ≤ 𝑥 < 0.45 Major
0.45 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 1.00 Severe

Figure 3: Threat scenario relationships and their multiplici-
ties

4.2.5 Risk determination. The last step of the TARA focuses on
determining the risk value. In order to understand this activity, it
is important to clarify the relationships between risk value, threat
scenario, damage scenario, impact rating, attack paths and attack
feasibility rating. Figure 3 depicts these relationships and their mul-
tiplicities. Each threat scenario should have a single associated risk
value, but a threat scenario can have multiple associated damage
scenarios and attack paths which implies that there are multiple
associated impact ratings and attack feasibility ratings.

ISO/SAE 21434 explicitly mentions the multiplicity problem for
the attack feasibility rating and suggests to use the highest value
assigned to any associated attack path, but the same is not acknowl-
edged for damage scenarios. We recommend to use the highest
value of both the associated impact ratings and attack paths, which
ensures that the threat scenario is not underestimated.

As reflected in UPDATE G10, HEAVENS 1.0 only derived a security
level, not a risk value, thus confounding the two. This is addressed
by converting the matrix for determining the security level into
a risk matrix. As noted by UPDATE G9, the number of levels need
to be reduced as well. ISO/SAE 21434 specifies the use of five risk
levels, but it does not mandate the use of a risk matrix. Table 8
shows the risk matrix we propose for HEAVENS 2.0. It is almost
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Table 8: HEAVENS 2.0 – Risk matrix

Impact rating
Negl. Mod. Maj. Sev.

Attack
feasibility
rating

Very Low 1 1 2 3
Low 1 2 3 4

Medium 2 3 4 5
High 2 4 5 5

symmetric, except for a lower risk value for negligible impact and
high attack feasibility, since it seems odd to assign a medium risk
value to a threat scenario with negligible impact. What constitutes
acceptable risk is dependent on the concrete project, but we would
argue that risk values of 1 or 2 represent acceptable levels of risk
in most cases.

Once the initial risk determination is complete, and if the attack
feasibility rating was approximated using only proximity, it might
be beneficial to re-estimate the attack feasibility rating using the
full process for the threat scenarios with the highest risk values.
This can be done iteratively, focusing on the highest risks first.

4.2.6 Risk treatment decision. Once a threat scenario receives its
risk value, a risk treatment decision has to be made, specifically
if the risk should be avoided, shared or transferred, accepted, or
reduced. Since this decision process was not explicitly included in
HEAVENS 1.0, UPDATE G11 demands its addition, which is already
reflected in figure 2.

Risk avoidance can be achieved by removing the risk source or
by stopping the activity which incorporates the risk. Risk sharing
or transferal is typically achieved through contracts, for instance
by taking out insurance against the risk, or by ensuring that an
involved third party accepts a part of the risk. Risk acceptancemeans
that the risk is deemed manageable without additional measures,
and any assumptions which lead to the acceptability of the risk need
to be documented. Finally, the most common option is risk reduction,
which is typically achieved by including additional security controls
in the item’s architecture, in the item’s production process, or in
the implementing organization(s).

4.3 Cybersecurity claims and cybersecurity
goals

In order to close the final gap to ISO/SAE 21434, UPDATE G12 needs
to be addressed, which is the addition of cybersecurity claims for
accepted or transferred risks, and cybersecurity goals as an outcome
of a planned risk reduction. Cybersecurity claims are statements
about why a risk is acceptable and under which circumstances the
acceptance decision needs to be re-evaluated. Cybersecurity claims
also include assumptions which must be fulfilled for the risk to be
acceptable, and claims must be documented for all accepted risks.

If a decision has been reached that a certain risk needs to be
reduced, cybersecurity goals need to be defined for it. Cybersecurity
goals are high-level cybersecurity requirements, which is equivalent
to the high-level security requirements in HEAVENS 1.0. Moreover,
ISO/SAE 21434 allows a cybersecurity goal to have a corresponding

Figure 4: Road speed limit (RSL) item [3] data flow diagram

cybersecurity assurance level (CAL), which specifies a target level of
process rigor for the validation processes.

After addressing all of themodel updates, HEAVENS 2.0 fulfills all
the requirements of the required risk assessment process in ISO/SAE
21434, as outlined in section 2. Despite its close ties to automotive
use cases, after minor parameter calibrations HEAVENS 2.0 can also
be applied to similar industries such as medical devices or industrial
systems. This has been demonstrated in industrial applications
which unfortunately are not available to the public.

5 EXAMPLE – THE SPEED LIMITER USE CASE
In order to demonstrate how certain aspects of the updated model
HEAVENS 2.0 can be applied, we introduce a simple use case. For
simplicity and to easily highlight the differences, we analyze the
speed limiter example from the HEAVENS 1.0 paper [3].

Speed limiters are often used for commercial vehicles to guar-
antee that a driver can not exceed a set speed limit, which may
even be required for regulatory compliance. Figure 4 depicts a data
flow diagram (DFD) of the road speed limit (RSL) example. In this
example, a sensor reports the current vehicle speed to a tachograph,
which in turn reports it to a speed limiter electronic control unit
(RSL ECU). The RSL ECU reports the vehicle speed to the engine
ECU, and if necessary, the RSL ECU can request to lower the speed.

5.1 Item definition and asset identification
For this example, the data flow diagram (DFD) in figure 4 can
function as the item definition and can also help with automatic
asset identification.

The results of Tuma and Scandariato [29] indicate that a per-
element STRIDE threat analysis ismore effective than a per-interaction
based one, so we focus on the elements as assets rather than the
interactions. Therefore, all elements in the DFD are assets. In order
to keep this example small, we will focus on a single element of the
item, the engine ECU.
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Figure 5: Attack tree for the engine ECU - damage scenario
’lower speed’

5.2 Threat scenario and damage scenario
identification

In the context of the item, the following threat scenarios can be
identified for the engine ECU: (1) spoofing of an input signal,
(2) tampering with the software on the engine ECU to alter the
reaction to an RSL request, (3) elevation of privilege to tamper
with the engine ECU parameters to alter the reaction to an RSL
request and (4) denial of service, where service is the reaction
to RSL requests. Repudiation and information disclosure is not
relevant for this particular element since logging would be handled
on the RSL ECU and no sensitive information leaves the engine
ECU.

Based on this threat analysis, we can identify the following
damage scenarios as potential consequences of the threat scenarios:
(a) the speed is lowered even though the speed limit has not been
reached yet (potential consequence of threats 1, 2 and 3), or (b) the
speed is not lowered, although the speed limit has been exceeded
(potential consequence of threats 2, 3 and 4).

5.3 Attack path analysis, attack feasibility
rating and impact rating

To save space, we will show only the attack path analysis of the
first damage scenario, lowering the speed although the speed limit
has not been reached yet. The corresponding attack tree is shown
in figure 5. Each path from a leaf to the root constitutes an attack
path, so there are five attack paths for this damage scenario. Note
that most of the leafs could be extended further, but this level of
detail should suffice to demonstrate the principle. Also note that the
sub-trees for the threat scenarios “Engine ECU software/parameters
tampered with” would be the same in the second damage scenario,
a practical illustration that threat scenarios can lead to more than
one damage scenario.

As this is the initial pass through the TARA, we will simplify the
attack feasibility rating (AFR) to access means, i.e., physical (AFR
= low) or remote (AFR = high). However, since we did not fully
expand the attack paths, several of the attacks could be performed

Table 9: Attack feasibility rating for the attack paths of the
“lower speed” damage scenario

ID Attack Path Attack feasibility
Description rating (AF)

AP1 ECU compromised High
AP2 Physical CAN access Low
AP3 New software flashed High
AP4 Manipulated software High
AP5 Elevation of privilege Low

either physically or remotely, in which case we chose remote. In
this particular case all attack paths are uniquely identified by a
single leaf node. The resulting attack feasibility rating is shown in
table 9.

The impact rating is calculated per damage scenario, so we only
need to derive one impact rating for the case that the allowed
speed is lower than the actually set speed limit. Assuming this is a
commercial vehicle such as a truck, we want to add financial impact
for the fleet owner (fo) as an impact category in addition to the
four categories safety (s), financial (f), operational (o), and privacy
(p) impact for the road user. We decide on a weight of 10 for both s
and fo which leads to the following normalized formula:

𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚 =
10 ∗ 𝑖𝑠 + 𝑖 𝑓 + 𝑖𝑜 + 𝑖𝑝 + 10 ∗ 𝑖 𝑓 𝑜
100 ∗ (10 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 10) (6)

The safety impact for the road user will be low in the worst
case (𝑖𝑠 = 1). Assuming the driver will not be blamed, financial
losses will be absorbed by the fleet owner, so there is no direct
financial impact for the driver (𝑖 𝑓 = 0). The operational impact
however is high since the vehicle can be inoperable in the worst
case (𝑖𝑜 = 100). There is no privacy impact for the road user (𝑖𝑝 = 0),
but the financial impact for the fleet owner might be medium (a
significant financial loss that does not threaten bankruptcy) if this
is an attack that scales remotely to large parts of the fleet (𝑖 𝑓 𝑜 = 10):

𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚 =
10 ∗ 1 + 0 + 100 + 0 + 10 ∗ 10

2300
=

210
2300

≈ 0.091 (7)

According to table 7, the resulting impact rating isMajor.

5.4 Risk determination, treatment decision and
cybersecurity goals

When the attack feasibility ratings (AFRs) and the impact ratings
(IRs) have been estimated, a risk value should be determined for
each threat scenario. Since some of the threat scenarios have more
than one attack path, we choose the attack paths with the highest
AFR. Table 10 summarizes the result, including the resulting risk
value for each threat scenario.

With the risk values being 5 and 3, there is no doubt that all
three threat scenarios need to be mitigated, so the risk treatment
decision is to reduce the risk. However, since no risks were low
enough to be ignored, it may be prudent at this stage to return to
the attack feasibility rating and do a full estimation instead of the
access means approximation, in order to get a more realistic view.
In this example, we will skip this step.
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Table 10: Risk values for select threat scenarios of the engine
ECU

Threat scenario Attack Impact Risk
feasibility rating (IR) value
rating (AFR)

Input signal spoofed High Major 5
Software tampering High Major 5
Parameter tampering Low Major 3

This leaves only the formulation of cybersecurity goals: high-
level requirements associated with threat scenarios. The following
cybersecurity goals seem appropriate for the engine ECU: (1) input
signals to the engine ECU shall be authenticated, (2) input signals to
the engine ECU shall be replay protected, (3) the engine ECU software
shall be protected against tampering, (4) the engine ECU parameters
shall be protected against unauthorized access. Note that the formu-
lations focus on what should be protected and are implementation
independent. The goals will be broken down into detailed techni-
cal requirements in a later development stage. Since there was no
shared, transferred or accepted risk, no cybersecurity claims have
to be written.

6 STANDARDS, REGULATIONS AND RELATED
WORK

The risk assessment processes which we covered in this paper are
only a small part of ISO/SAE 21434: the standard includes require-
ments for the entire cybersecurity engineering process. For instance,
the standard has three comprehensive clauses related to cyberse-
curity management and continuous cybersecurity activities. There
are also clauses on all phases of the vehicle life-cycle, including
product development, validation, production, operation, mainte-
nance, and decommissioning. Finally, the standard also specifies
that "cybersecurity interface agreements" should be reached with
suppliers in order to clarify task responsibilities. In [11] Macher et
al. reviewed ISO/SAE DIS 21434, and Macher and Schmittner also
published an overview of automotive cybersecurity standards [26].

An important regulatory body for vehicles is theWorld Forum for
Harmonization of Vehicle Regulations (WP.29) which is part of the
United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE), and 54
countries have agreements to follow this regulatory body, including
several non-European countries. By far the most important pieces
of legislation recently passed on automotive cybersecurity are the
UN vehicle regulations 155 and 156 (UNR 155 & 156), addenda to
the 1958 agreement on vehicle harmonization by WP.29 [31, 32].
Among other requirements, UNR 155 mandates the use of docu-
mented risk assessment processes for cybersecurity, as well as the
capabilities to detect and respond to attacks and to provide foren-
sic capabilities. Moreover, the use of a cybersecurity management
system (CSMS) is mandated for vehicle OEMs. UNR 156 requires
the use of a "Software Update Management System (SUMS)" and
also includes requirements for vehicle software to be updated and
sufficiently secured against unauthorized access and updates. These
regulations have been passed by WP.29 in June 2020 and have offi-
cially come into effect in January 2021, with plans for mandatory

adoption in the various member states between 2021 and 2024 [30].
Moreover, ISO/SAE 21434 is referenced in UNR 155 as a possible
source of appropriate risk assessment processes.

Since the original research on automotive system security by
the EVITA project over a decade ago [18], many automotive risk
assessment models building on these ideas have been proposed, a
selection of which were reviewed by Macher et al. [9]. Like HEAV-
ENS 1.0, many of these models predate ISO/SAE 21434 and do not
fit directly into the risk assessment framework mandated by the
standard. Some of them focus on the co-engineering of automo-
tive safety and security [10, 12, 23–25, 27], while others focus on
adapting security risk assessment models from other domains to
the specifics of the automotive domain [3, 16, 21, 34], but a full de-
scription of these models with their advantages and disadvantages
is out of scope for this paper.

However, two newer models have been proposed recently which
do conform to ISO/SAE 21434, and we will shortly discuss similari-
ties and differences with our work. In [22] Schmittner et al. explore
the implications of UNR 155 [31], specifically of the requirement to
introduce cybersecurity management systems (CSMS). They pro-
pose a high-level DevOps-based CSMS framework which can fulfill
the requirements of both UNR 155 and ISO/SAE 21434. However,
their CSMS framework is a high-level process description rather
than a concrete risk assessment methodology, which is the main
differentiating factor with our work.

The work by Wang et al. [33] is most closely related to HEAV-
ENS 2.0. They also propose a risk assessment framework that seems
to be based on HEAVENS 1.0 and is aligned with ISO/SAE 21434,
but unlike our proposed HEAVENS 2.0 they make no efforts to
address the practical shortcomings of HEAVENS 1.0 (cf. section
3). Additionally, they keep all the options given in the standard as
options in their framework, so that their proposal is essentially the
same as the risk assessment framework outlined in ISO/SAE 21434.
For example, for the attack feasibility rating they propose to use
one of three options: (1) an attack potential based on ISO/IEC 18045
[4], (2) the attack vector value from CVSS, or (3) a CVSS score. This
is precisely the recommendation in the standard. In addition to be-
ing a nice tutorial to risk assessment in ISO/SAE 21434, their main
contribution is the proposal of a new equation to determine the
risk value, but they also propose an alternative risk matrix which is
unexpectedly not aligned with the risk values required by ISO/SAE
21434.

Finally, modeling attack paths using attack graphs to estimate
attack feasibility is in itself an active research area. An excellent
overview and review of the different techniques was done by Kordy
et al. [6]. Rather than trying to summarize the field, we refer to their
work. In addition, recent publications apply these techniques to the
automotive domain [8, 17], providing contemporary alternatives to
the attack potential based approach presented in this paper.

7 CONCLUSION
Thanks to new legislation, ISO/SAE 21434 will see widespread adop-
tion in industry and automotive companies need to learn how to
integrate cybersecurity processes on project and organizational
level. Threat analysis and risk assessment is one of the most promi-
nent of these processes, and it seems especially prudent to apply
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it in autonomous driving use cases to minimize the potential for
maliciously caused safety incidents.

In order to facilitate the continued use of experiences fromHEAV-
ENS 1.0 in automotive projects, we analyzed its gap to the risk
assessment framework mandated by ISO/SAE 21434. Consequently,
we proposed 12 model updates to close this gap, and we also ad-
dressed 5 shortcomings identified for HEAVENS 1.0. Together, these
17 model updates form the basis for HEAVENS 2.0.

HEAVENS 2.0 functions as a drop-in threat analysis and risk
assessment (TARA) model for ISO/SAE 21434. Practitioners who
are already familiar with HEAVENS 1.0 will be able to learn this
model easily and therefore be one step closer to applying ISO/SAE
21434. Finally, with minor parameter calibrations, HEAVENS 2.0
can also be applied to similar industries, such as medical devices or
industrial systems.
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Figure 6: HEAVENS 1.0 workflow

A SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Table 11 shows a summary of the proposed updates that lead to
HEAVENS 2.0, thus highlighting the differences to HEAVENS 1.0.

B HEAVENS 1.0
For completeness, we briefly introduce the workflow and key con-
cepts of theHEAVENS 1.0 securitymodel in this appendix, including
all important tables and formulas as well as parameter descriptions,
reproduced with permission from the authors [3]. The workflow is
depicted in figure 6. It starts with a basic definition of the system
being evaluated. This is followed by the threat analysis phase which
has two parts: identifying the assets and identifying the threats. In
HEAVENS 1.0 this is done by using the STRIDE model, a simple
keyword based guidance technique, on a data flow diagram (DFD).
By creating a DFD, the assets are implicitly identified: all entities
and data flows in the diagram are assets, and depending on the
type of asset, certain threats from STRIDE apply automatically. This
allows an (automatic) enumeration of all asset/threat pairs.

Every asset/threat pair is then fed into the risk assessment pro-
cess. Traditional risk assessment follows the formula of 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘 =

𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑙𝑖ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑑 ∗ 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡 , and the HEAVENS 1.0 risk assessment process
approximates this formula as well. The process has three main parts:
estimating the threat level (likelihood), estimating the impact level,
and finally determining a security level based on these estimates.

The threat level estimation is based on an adapted attack po-
tential calculation from the vulnerability analysis methodology in
appendix B.4 of ISO/IEC 18045 [4]. The underlying idea is to eval-
uate several parameters which together form an estimate of the
likelihood that a particular threat will be exploited. The threat level
parameters in HEAVENS 1.0 are: "Expertise", "Knowledge about
target", "Window of opportunity" and "Equipment" (see table 13).
Every asset/threat pair is rated for each of these parameters accord-
ing to predefined levels, and the result is combined to form a single
threat level rating (table 14).

The impact level estimation works on a similar premise, namely
that the impact can be evaluated separately for four impact cate-
gories which are then combined to form a single impact level. These
four impact categories are: "Safety", "Financial", "Operational" and
"Privacy/Legislative" (table 15). Since not every impact category
might be equally important, they can be weighted. The default
recommendation in HEAVENS 1.0 is to weight the "Safety" and
"Financial" categories as 10 times more important than the "Opera-
tional" and "Privacy/Legislative" impact, as also proposed by Wolf
and Scheibel [34], but the weights can be adjusted as needed.

Once the threat level and impact level have been estimated, a
corresponding security level can be determined for the asset/threat
pair. For this purpose, a "risk matrix" has been defined, similar to
the way automotive safety integrity levels (ASILs) are determined
in ISO 26262. This matrix is shown in table 17. HEAVENS 1.0 defines
five security levels: "quality management (QM)", "low", "medium",
"high" and "critical". "QM" simply means that traditional quality
management processes are sufficient and no additional security
requirements need to be defined for this threat.

Finally, if the security level is determined to be above "QM", a
high-level (implementation independent) security requirement to
mitigate the threat should be defined. Ultimately, the security level
corresponds to a risk level of the threat. It follows a listing of the
tables and parameter descriptions of HEAVENS 1.0.

STRIDE. The STRIDE mnemonic is presented in table 12.

Threat level parameters. The threat level parameters are shown
in table 13, and a summary of the parameters follows.

Expertise. The general level of knowledge required to carry out
an attack:

• Layman. No particular expertise is required.
• Proficient. General security and domain knowledge is re-
quired. Professionals with knowledge about simple and pop-
ular attacks, are capable of mounting them with available
tools, and if necessary, are able to improvise.

• Expert. Expert security and domain knowledge is required.
Experts are familiar with underlying algorithms, protocols,
hardware, software and concepts. They know techniques and
tools of existing attacks and are able to create new attacks.

• Multiple Experts. Expert security and domain knowledge is
required for several distinct domains. Allows for a situation
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Table 11: Summary of proposed model updates ordered by workflow activities

Update Activity Description

UPDATE G1 - Align terminology
UPDATE G2 - Merge threat analysis and risk assessment phases
UPDATE G3 Damage scenario identification Include damage scenario identification
UPDATE G4 Attack path analysis Include attack path analysis
UPDATE G5 Attack feasibility rating Adjust threat levels
UPDATE P1 Attack feasibility rating Inverse threat level sum
UPDATE P2 Attack feasibility rating Normalize threat level parameter sum
UPDATE P4 Attack feasibility rating Simplify threat level estimation for threat pre-screening
UPDATE P5 Attack feasibility rating Add sub-parameters for "window of opportunity"
UPDATE G6 Impact rating Shift the stakeholder perspective
UPDATE G7 Impact rating Remove legislative impact parameter
UPDATE G8 Impact rating Adjust impact levels
UPDATE P3 Impact rating Normalize impact level parameter sum
UPDATE G9 Risk determination Rename security level to risk value
UPDATE G10 Risk determination Adjust security levels
UPDATE G11 Risk treatment decision Include risk treatment decision and resulting actions
UPDATE G12 Risk treatment decision Include cybersecurity claims and goals

Table 12: Microsoft’s STRIDE methodology [28]

Threat Violated Attribute Explanation

Spoofing Authenticity Attackers pretend to be someone or something else
Tampering Integrity Attackers change data in transit or in a data store
Repudiation Non-repudiation Attackers perform actions that cannot be traced back to them
Information disclosure Confidentiality/Privacy Attackers get access to data (e.g. in transit or in a data store)
Denial of Service Availability Attackers interrupt a system’s legitimate operation
Elevation of privilege Authorisation Attackers perform actions they are not authorised to perform

Table 13: Threat level parameter values

Expertise Value Knowledge Value Window Value Equipment Value
about target of opportunity

Layman 0 Public 0 Unlimited 0 Standard 0
Proficient 1 Restricted 1 Large 1 Specialised 1
Expert 2 Sensitive 2 Medium 2 Bespoke 2
Multiple Experts 3 Critical 3 Small 3 Multiple bespoke 3

Table 14: Threat level calculation

Parameter Sum Threat Level TL
(𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑚) (TL) Value

10 − 12 None 0
7 − 9 Low 1
4 − 6 Medium 2
2 − 3 High 3
0 − 1 Critical 4
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Table 15: Impact level parameter values

Safety Operational Financial Privacy and Legislative Value

None None None None 0
Low Low Low Low 1
Medium Medium Medium Medium 10
High High High High 100

Table 16: Impact level calculation

Parameter Sum Impact Level IL
(𝐼𝑠𝑢𝑚) (IL) Value

0 None 0
1 − 19 Low 1
20 − 99 Medium 2
100 − 999 High 3
≥ 1000 Critical 4

Table 17: Calculation of security level from impact and threat level

Security Level (SL) Impact Level (IL)

Threat Level (TL)

0 1 2 3 4
0 QM QM QM QM Low
1 QM Low Low Low Medium
2 QM Low Medium Medium High
3 QM Low Medium High High
4 Low Medium High High Critical

in which different fields of expertise are required at an expert
level to succeed with an attack.

Knowledge about target. The distribution of information about
the target, i.e., the availability of information and the commu-
nity size possessing that knowledge. This parameter points to the
sources from where attackers can gain knowledge about the tar-
get and indicates how difficult it is for an attacker to acquire that
knowledge:

• Public. The necessary information is public.
• Restricted. The information is shared with partners under
non-disclosure agreements.

• Sensitive. The information is shared between specific teams,
but access is constrained to their members.

• Critical. The information is restricted to a few individuals.
Access is tightly controlled on a strict need to know basis.

The first two levels, “Public” and “Restricted”, specify knowledge
distribution outside a single organization, whereas “Sensitive” and
“Critical” specify knowledge distribution within a single organi-
zation. The attack potential decreases from “Public” to “Critical”
due to the increasing difficulty for an attacker to obtain necessary
information about the target.

Window of opportunity. The access type available to the attacker,
and the time window the attacker has to mount a successful attack.
The access type can be remote or physical:

• Unlimited. Unlimited physical access, or network access for
an unlimited time.

• Large. High physical and/or remote availability with some
time limitations.

• Medium. Low availability with severe time limitations. Lim-
ited physical and/or remote access to the target. Physical
access to the vehicle interior or exterior without using any
special tools.

• Small. Very low availability. Physical access required to per-
form complex disassembly of vehicle parts to access internals
to mount an attack on the asset.

Equipment. is the equipment required to identify or exploit vul-
nerabilities. This can be hardware or software:

• Standard. The equipment is readily available to the attacker.
The equipment may be part of the target itself (e.g. a debug-
ger in an operating system), or is easily obtained.

• Specialized. The equipment is not readily available to the
attacker, but could be acquired without undue effort. This
could include the purchase of moderate amounts of equip-
ment, or the development of more extensive attack scripts.

• Bespoke. The equipment is not readily available to the pub-
lic as it may need to be specially produced, or because the
equipment is so specialized that its distribution is controlled
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or restricted. Alternatively, the equipment may be very ex-
pensive. Multiple types of specialized equipment required
for a successful attack also fall under this category.

• Multiple Bespoke. Multiple types of bespoke equipment are
required for a successful attack.

Threat level sum. The weighted threat level parameter sum is
calculated as follows:

𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑚 = 𝑤𝑥 𝑡𝑥 +𝑤𝑘𝑡𝑘 +𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑤 +𝑤𝑒𝑡𝑒 (8)

where𝑤𝑖 and 𝑡𝑖 are the weight and the estimated threat level value
of parameter 𝑖 , and the indices 𝑥, 𝑘,𝑤, 𝑒 stand for the four param-
eters, respectively. We assume that the parameters are of equal
importance, i.e.,𝑤𝑖 = 1 ∀𝑖 , so the equation is simplified to:

𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑚 = 𝑡𝑥 + 𝑡𝑘 + 𝑡𝑤 + 𝑡𝑒 (9)

Impact level parameters. The impact level parameters are shown
in table 15, and a summary of the parameters follows.

Financial impact.

• No impact. No discernible effects or appreciable consequences
for the stakeholders.

• Low impact. The financial damage remains tolerable for the
stakeholders.

• Medium impact. There are substantial financial losses which
do not threaten the existence of the stakeholders.

• High impact. The financial damage threatens the existence
of the stakeholders.

Operational impact. refers to operational damages, for instance
the loss of secondary functionalities such as cruise control, or
comfort and entertainment systems such as a CD-player or air-
conditioning.

• No impact. No discernible effect.
• Low impact. The appearance of an item or an audible noise
annoys between 25% and 75% of customers.

• Medium impact. Corresponds to the degradation or loss of a
secondary function, or the degradation of a primary function.

• High impact. Corresponds to the loss of a primary function
which leaves the vehicle inoperable and potentially affects
safety or legislative aspects.

Privacy and Legislative impact. Deals with damages caused by
privacy violations of stakeholders or violations of governmental
regulations such as environmental or traffic laws.

• No impact. No discernible effect.
• Low impact. Corresponds to privacy violations without di-
rect potential for abuse, or legislative violations with no
appreciable consequences, e.g., a warning without a fine.

• Medium impact. Corresponds to privacy violations which
lead to abuse, or legislative violations with business and
financial impact such as fines or reputation loss.

• High impact. Corresponds to privacy violations of multiple
stakeholders which lead to abuse, or legislative violations
with significant business and financial impact, such as sig-
nificant loss of market share, trust or reputation.

Impact level sum. The weighted impact level parameter sum is
calculated as follows:

𝐼𝑠𝑢𝑚 = 𝑤𝑠𝑖𝑠 +𝑤 𝑓 𝑖 𝑓 +𝑤𝑜𝑖𝑜 +𝑤𝑝𝑖𝑝 (10)

where𝑤 𝑗 and 𝑖 𝑗 are the weight and the estimated impact value of
parameter 𝑗 , and the indices 𝑠, 𝑓 , 𝑜, 𝑝 stand for the parameters Safety,
Financial, Operational and Privacy and Legislative, respectively.
With the default weights, this simplifies to:

𝐼𝑠𝑢𝑚 = 10 (𝑖𝑠 + 𝑖 𝑓 ) + 𝑖𝑜 + 𝑖𝑝 (11)

Security level. Finally, the security level is derived using the
matrix in table 17.
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